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In the statement of the Existence Theorem, the square root should not extend over 
the p(d&) . . . p(dtN). If the limit exists then finiteness follows from the Cauchy- 
Schwarz inequality and so need not be assumed. To ensure the boundedness of the 
operators T(x), it must be assumed that 
sup sup 
Pbl..AA<co 
n U ,,.... U,* PC%, . . . , un) . 
In the proof of the Existence Theorem, the phrase “finite union of product spaces” 
should be replaced by “union of finite product spaces”. 
In the statement of the Construction Theorem, the second inner product that is 
introduced should be given a different label, such as ( , ),,*. The proof of the 
theorem then uses this inner product and the norm generated by it. 
In the statement of the Central Limit Theorem, the phrase “for each x E 2” should 
be deleted. Also, X@ 2Y can be identified with the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators 
from X into itself. With this identification, p * becomes the trace operator and its 
domain is therefore necessarily restricted to the trace class operators. In the limit 
of characteristic functions, 4 should be replaced with 4 0 4, F-_(i) is defined by 
F-ci) = s’yo) =; qr)l,=, 
and the operators Y(U) should be assumed to be analytic in U. 
In the proof of the Central Limit Theorem, the last step follows from the fact 
that the expression 
@‘,)y(k,) . . . R’$‘g(k,‘R”,+,’ , &a-l, kjsl, 
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is nonzero only if it is either 
l a product of expressions of the form 
in which case 
k,+.. .+k,=2(-Z,-.a.-4+,-l) 
or 
l it is not such a product and 
k,+.. .+k,>2(-Z,-...-4+,-l). 
This can be seen via a simple, but tedious, induction on j. Indeed, it is easily seen 
to be true for j = 3. Suppose that it is true for j and smaller and suppose that 
R(I,)tik,) . . . R”,‘g(k,‘R”,+,‘~-‘k,+,)R(‘~+~) f 0 
Then one of the following must be true: 
k,+.. .+k,=2(-Zi-...-4+,-l), 
k,+.. .+kj+,<2(-Z,-...-1,+2-1), 
(1) 
k,+.. .+k,=2(-Z,-.*.-1,+,-l), 
k,+.. .+kj+1=2(-Z,-...-1,+2-1), 
(2) 
k,+.. . + kj =2(-Z, - . . . - G+, - l), 
k,+.. .+kj+l>2(-Z1-...-$+2-1), 
(3) 
k,+.. .+kj>2(-Z1-...-4+,-1), 
k,+.. ~+kj+,<2(-Z,-~~~-I,+,-1), 
(4) 
k,+.. .+k,_,=2(-Z,-.-.-4-l), 
k,+.. .+k,>2(-J,-...-I,+,-l), (5) 
k,+...+k,+,=2(-J,-a..-4+,-l), 
k,+.. .+k,_,>2(-Z,-..e-b-l), 
k,+ . ..+k,>2(-Z,-...-I,+,-l), (6) 
k, + . . . + k,,, = 2(-Z, - . . . - I,,, - l), 
k,+.. .+k,>2(-Z,-e..-4+,-l), 
k,+.. . +kj+l>2(-Z1-. . . -$+2-1). 
(7) 
Now: 
(1) implies that k,,, < -21,+2 which implies that kj+, = 1, &+z= -1 and so the 
expression equals 0 since it ends in a R(-‘)F--(‘)R’pl’ and so case (1) can’t occur. 
(2) implies that kj+, = 2(-Jjt2) which implies that kj+l = 2, kj+z = -1 and so the 
statement holds for j+ 1. 
(3) implies that the statement holds for j+ 1. 
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(4) implies that 
k,+,< k,+. . . +kj+l-2(-Z,-. * * -$+,-1)<2(-1,+,) 
which implies that 
kjtr < 2(-1,+2) - 1 
which, in turn, implies that k,+, < 1 and so case (4) can’t occur. 
(5) implies that 
kj+,<2(-lj+,)s2 
and 
kj + kj+r = 2(-1,+1- ljt~) 
which implies that 
kj+r=l, 4+2=-l, kj=l, Ij+r=O, 
and so the statement holds for j+ 1. 
(6) implies that 
kj+l<2(-1,+~) 
and 
kj + kjtr <2(-4+r - Ijt2) 
which implies that 
kj+, = 1, I,+,= -1, kj < 1, 
which implies that case (6) can’t occur. 
(7) implies that the statement is true for j + 1. 
Related limit theorems can be found in Davies [l], Ethier and Kurtz [2], Wrier 
and Nagylaki [3], Johnson [4], Kertz [5] and Kurtz [61. 
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